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ABOUT THE PROJECT
Originally initiated in 2015, this on-going exhibition aims to tackle negative 
misconceptions around the subject of sex, exploring the honest perspectives 
of a range of different people.  The engaging imagery aims to tackle or 
mock the negative misconceptions on sex in a non-aggressive manner to 
provide honest information and provide an honest conversation on the 
subject in the form of an anonymous interview.

From kinks, to mobility disability, sexuality, sexual health, to sex work, 
inclusivity is extremely important to us and we welcome you to a safe space. 
Engaging and vivid photography explores taboo or lesser-known topics of a 
sexual nature with the imagery inviting you into the conversation.

WHEN IS IT?
The upcoming exhibition will be on the 26th May 2022 and hosted by 
Brew Coffee house. (Kingston House, Bond St, Hull HU1 3EN)

CONTACT
For any press enquires, please contact Jessy@Studiobluecreative.co.uk

ABOUT THE EVENT
Hosted within Brew, Hull and sponsored by Studio Blue Creative LTD, 
the night will feature artist talks, 10-15 pieces of work as well as the 
additional sensual videography works of Francesca Chambers and a 
live DJ set from Make Noise, a well-known female centric entity in the 
city that also work to safeguard venues. The event is also supported 
and safeguarded  by Yorkshire Mesmac, one of Yorkshire’s oldest Sex 
clinics. Yorkshire Mesmac will be using the space to raise sexual health 
awareness in a fun & engaging manner. This is an over 18s event. 



INTERVIEW  CALL OUT
We are always looking for experiences to share. Please visit Studiobluecreative.co.uk/
EXPOSINGDEVIANCE to find an interview applicant form. We take great lengths to handle 
the processing correctly. We also work alongside our interviewees to find the best manner of 
representation visually. All interviews remain anonymous, please follow the guidelines on our 
website to share your story. 

STUDIOBLUECREATIVE.CO.UK/EXPOSINGDEVIANCE



SAFEGUARDING 

YORKSHIRE MESMAC

ABOUT THE ARTIST

PREVIOUS MEDIA FEATURES

It is important that the people are safeguarded from potentially triggering 
content within the exhibition. Our aim is to raise awareness and share 
experiences, but we acknowledge some topics are difficult to process. 
People are warned about any uncomfortable or triggering subjects 
featured in the interviews both as they enter the exhibition and on the 
work itself. We also highlight the trained professionals on-site that can 
help deal with a variety of private issues regarding sex. 

The project is wholeheartedly supported by Yorkshire Mesmac, Yorkshire’s oldest 
sex clinic, the project has been overseen in order to encourage safeguarding.

Artist Jessica Zschorn (Director of Studio Blue Creative) started this pro-
ject in 2015 as an ongoing-personal project to raise awareness to a vari-
ety of subjects she’d encountered on the subject of sex through her own 
and her community experiences. She has worked in visual communication 
for over a decade with a first class bachelors degree in the subject.

Idle Ink (2020) 
Soundsphere (2015)
Ffion Eleri Hughes (Personal Blog) (2015)

Wales Online (2014) 
Buzzfeed (2014(



SPONSOR  CALL OUT
Get involved in a socially-conscious,  on-going project already supported by many local and 
respectable entities such as Yorkshire Mesmac & Make Noise, Hull. We intend to have another 
exhibition in the next 6 months and hope to expand our reach with future outputs. Contact 
Jessy@studiobluecreative.co.uk if you are interested in getting involved as a sponsor.


